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nickel and vanadium porphyrins:
a possible mechanism behind petroleum genesis
and maturation?†

G. Munoz, B. K. Gunessee, D. Bégué, B. Bouyssiere, I. Baraille, G. Vallverdu
and H. Santos Silva *

The presence of metalloporphyrins in crude oil has been known for many years. In contrast, their role on the

physical–chemical properties is only now beginning to be understood. In this study, we test using high-level

ab initio calculations, the hypothesis of a possible redox catalytic activity of vanadium and nickel

metalloporphyrins in crude oil, illustrated by the oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde and hydrogen

dissociation, respectively. This process which may take place during petroleum genesis and maturation,

explains some of its physical–chemical properties, such as polar chains, the absence of alcohols, the

trapping of porphyrins within macromolecular aggregates.
1 Introduction

Processing heavy crude oil has become of utmost importance in
the oil industry. Low-molecular weight distillates may be ob-
tained from rening heavy fractions by catalytic and non-
catalytic conversions.1 The presence of metals in these frac-
tions has been known since the early ’50s.2 They are complexed
in tetrapyrolic macrocycles (porphyrin derivatives – see Fig. 1)
and have a major negative impact during oil processing, since
they can contaminate and deactivate the catalysts used in the
renery.3 The presence of such compounds in crude oil was rst
reported by Treibs,4 and it is legitimized since porphyrin
derivatives are naturally abundant in the world, therefore in
biomass which, following sedimentation and ripening stages,
allows the formation of oil present in the oil reservoirs. During
petrogenesis, biological metallo-porphyrins are degraded. Only
ple porphyrin molecule, where X
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the pyrrolic core is resistant to chemical degradation, which
explains the structural difference (absence of side chains)
between the metalloporphyrin (MP) oil and the biological MP.
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectroscopy
(FT-ICR-MS) results indicate that porphyrins found in crude oil
can bear either nickel, vanadium, chromium or iron as metallic
centers.5,6 Their content is not constant across different oil
sources.7

Several series of porphyrins have been identied in fossil
fuels using mass spectrometry which contain a core structure
of the N4VO type. Among them, etioporphyrins (ETIO) and
deoxophylloerythroetio porphyrins (DPEP) are the two most
common porphyrins found in petroleum.8 Vanadium and
nickel are the two most abundant and problematic metals in
this phase with vanadium commonly reaching concentrations
up to 1200 ppm and nickel up to 150 ppm depending on the
origin of the petroleum.9 It was found that the majority of
vanadium is enriched in residue fractions (>500 �C) and only
a little vanadium is contained in the distillates (350–500 �C).10

By separation of some atmospheric residue to SARA (saturate,
aromatic, resin, and asphaltene) it was found that the
majority of vanadium and nickel were in the polar fractions,
both resin and asphaltene.11 It was found that about half of
the vanadium and nickel in the vacuum residual oils from
different origins is concentrated in the C7-asphaltenes, while
the other half of the metal content is concentrated in the C7
deasphalted oil.12 Given this, the ratio of DPEP/(ETIO + DPEP)
has been used as a maturity indicator13–15 and it generally
ranges from 0.8 in the least mature oils to 0 in the most
mature oils.8

On the other hand, crude oil also presents a variable quantity
of asphaltenes, which impacts on oil extraction and rening
due to their tendency to aggregate, being able to block pipes and
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 9509–9516 | 9509
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reneries.16 There is a recent growing consensus on the fact that
vanadium and nickel porphyrins are essentially detected with
asphaltene aggregates, which may also be linked to the increase
in the viscosity of the crude and gives rise to aggregation
phenomena, even if this behavior is not yet fully dened.17 This
preferential positioning of the porphyrins of nickel and vana-
dium does not seem to be intuitive, which suggests that privi-
leged physicochemical interactions exist.

In previous work based on molecular dynamics simula-
tions, we have shown that (i) polar acidic lateral chains play
a major role favoring this aggregation pattern18,19 and (ii)
porphyrins are inherently present in these molecular aggre-
gates forming multiple H-bonds with asphaltenes and water.20

More particularly, we have also shown that vanadium
porphyrins play an important role on asphaltene aggregation
and water/oil interfacial activity.21 Noteworthy, such new
pieces of information corroborate the acceptance of an
asphaltene supramolecular self-assembly model instead of
a colloidal one.22

To this point, electron-spin resonance (ESR) can quantita-
tively measure levels of the paramagnetic vanadyl ions VO2+ in
crude oil.23 According to both ESR and high-resolution mass
spectroscopy, around 2/3 of the VO2+ are trapped in porphyrins
embedded within the asphaltenic phase while the remaining 1/
3 were retained in the bulk. Nuclear Magnetic Relaxation
Dispersion (NMRD) proles of proton’s 1/T1 have shown an
intermittent surface dynamics of proton species asphaltene
nanoaggregates and bulk dynamics in between the slowly
rotating metallic clusters (vanadyl centers) of these nano-
aggregates.24 The direct consequence of this 2D diffusion of
hydrocarbons (maltenes) at the proximity of the surface of the
asphaltene nanoaggregates is the existence of an attractive
potential interaction between the maltene and asphaltene
nanoaggregates mediated by the vanadyl paramagnetic centers.
In a recent study, this potential was found to be about
50 kcal mol�1.21

The role of nickel porphyrins is much less explored and
despite the consensus on their presence within asphaltene
aggregates. In our recent studies, we have showed that, indeed,
these porphyrins only interact strongly with asphaltene aggre-
gates and water interfaces when they are graed with polar
lateral chains.20

Conversely, for a long time, porphyrins have been known to
play a major role as gas transporters and also as catalysts in
oxidizing several organic and inorganic species. The rst is
exemplarily demonstrated by hemoglobin in which the metallic
iron center in a heme group can bind an oxygen molecule (O2).25

We can also cite other examples such as the case of plants,
which have a magnesium center, the B12 vitamin which has
a cobalt center, and many others.26 In other words, the tetra-
pyrolic macrocycle and its facility to bear metals can be
considered as one of the most important players in aerobic life
on Earth.

Nonetheless, the catalytic faculty of these moieties is not
the subject of discussion.27 In living organisms, several
enzymes are known to catalyze oxidation and reduction reac-
tions of saturated and unsaturated small organic molecules.
9510 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 9509–9516
As an example, Cytochrome P450 can (i) oxidize carbon (from
a saturated chain towards a carboxylic acid) (ii) oxidize
heteroatoms such as nitrogen and sulfur (iii) dealkylate ether
groups and amine groups, form alcohols or amines and
aldehydes as sub-products and form epoxides on unsaturated
moieties; amongst others.28

The reactivity of vanadium, and particularly of its oxide (VO),
is well documented in solid state chemistry. Vanadium oxide
surfaces and clusters are known for being good catalysts in
oxidizing methanol into formaldehyde29 as well as efficiently
oxidizing olens.30 The mechanism of oxidation involves the
abstraction of two hydrogen atoms forming two hydroxyl
surface groups, releasing the formaldehyde molecule with
a good yield.29

Nickel porphyrins also have very specic catalytic activities.
Oxidation reactions can also be obtained with nickel(II)-modi-
ed surfaces31 and even polymers bearing nickel-porphyrins.32

Given this, it is therefore natural to think that an extrapo-
lation of the reactivity of the solid to the organometallic
compound is possible. In this way, the porphyrins in crude oil
would also display a catalytic activity that could help explain
some of the properties of oil that were only acquired due to their
presence.

One could imagine that vanadium porphyrins may also play
an oxidizer role in crude oil, as well as nickel porphyrins which
may become chemically active by interacting with other mole-
cules in oil. In the presence of an excess of ligands, it is known
that such porphyrins, particularly nickel ones, can be forced to
accept one or two axial ligands33 that may activate the metal
center and increase its catalytic properties.

Taking all this into account, led us to propose a hypothesis
that porphyrins may play the same roles in petroleum: gas
transporters and catalysts. In this way, during petroleum
genesis and maturation, they could produce new species and
newly oxidized moieties that can be graed to themselves or to
other neighboring molecules. Then, they can participate in the
formation of tightly bound H-bond interactions, forming clus-
ters of molecules in solution. In the end, this may then lead to
the trapping of the porphyrins inside macromolecule (such as
asphaltenes) aggregates. The variety of petroleum mixtures can
also be, in some parts, explained by this catalytic role. Finally,
the absence of alcohols in crude oil, for instance, and the
presence of polar groups graed to high-molecular weight
molecules, such as asphaltenes, can also be supported by this
hypothesis.

In this way, the main objective of this work was to explore
this hypothesis using a multi methodology quantum chem-
ical calculation strategy to investigate the oxidation mecha-
nism of a single methanol molecule by a vanadium porphyrin,
and the dissociation of a hydrogen molecule by a nickel
porphyrin. Even though molecular hydrogen is not expected
to be found in crude oil, given its high stability, if nickel
porphyrin displays any catalytic activity towards this mole-
cule, it certainly also does towards other labile hydrogen-
containing molecules. This study aims to be a proof-of-
concept that can help geochemists to gain knowledge into
crude oil origin and maturation.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 2 Side (a) and top (b) view of a PorVO molecule showing the
regions where the unpaired electron is most probably localized, (c) the
HOMO and (d) HOMO-2 orbitals, showing that the stable radical is not
the highest occupied molecular orbital, what can justify the increased
stability of this porphyrin? Data obtained using DFT calculations.
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2 Computational details

Both density functional theory (DFT), Møller–Plesset many-body
perturbation theory (MP2), complete active space self consistent
eld (CASSCF), and n-electron valence state perturbation theory
(NEVPT2) methodologies were used in this study, all of them
using the ORCA 4.0.0.1 package.34 The MP2 method was used to
get reasonable wave function as starting points for CASSCF and
NEVPT2 calculations.

DFT calculations were performed at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPP
level of theory,35–39 using the D3BJ dispersion correction
scheme in order to account for missing van der Waals interac-
tions.40,41 Moreover, the RIJCOSX approximation was employed
alongside the def2-TZVPP/C auxiliary basis set in order to
reduce computational cost.42

Multi-reference (MR) (CASSCF and NEVPT2) calculations
were needed to treat particularly some structures present in the
reaction path of vanadium porphyrins. The contamination of
the wavefunction by higher-order spin states and the variability
of the multiplicity within the reaction path obtained by DFT
calculations led us to envisage the MR character of the system.
As a reminder, the CASSCF method is based on the congura-
tion of interactions (CI) method for a given number of electrons
within a xed number of frontier orbitals. The choice of this
number (the active space) can be particularly troublesome since
it must be high enough to capture all the electronic properties
of the system, keeping the computational costs as low as
possible.

Needless to say, for each slightly different system, a different
active space is required and the energies also depend heavily on
this parameter. That being said, producing reaction paths using
this methodology is a difficult task that demands careful
attention. In order to support our estimations, the NEVPT2
method was employed to correct the CASSCF energies. However,
the high computational cost of NEVPT2 methodology only
allows single point calculations and no geometry optimization
(gradient calculation) can be performed. Finally, in such
calculations, the def2-SVP basis set was used for hydrogen,
carbon and nitrogen atoms, and def2-TZVPP used for oxygen
and metal atoms.

Regardless of the method in use, tight convergence criteria
were imposed for both energies and geometries. Transition
states were characterized by a single imaginary frequency
calculated numerically corresponding to the reaction coordi-
nate. In CASSCF, due to computation limitations, we had to
employ the hybrid Hessianmethod, as implemented in the Orca
code. Energies were characterized by total energy (E), enthalpy
(H) and Gibbs free enthalpy (G), whenever applicable and
feasible. The latter two were calculated at 298.15 K.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Vanadium porphyrins

Vanadium porphyrins are vanadyl-complexed ions within a tet-
rapyrolic cycle. This structure bears an unpaired electron
localized in the surroundings of a VO bond, as can be seen in
Fig. 2(a) and (b).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Earlier, we estimated the interaction energy between
a hydrogen atom and the vanadyl group to be around
50 kcal mol�1 (ref. 21) (see Fig. S5†). This result explains the
experimental results showing that there must be an attractive
potential between the paramagnetic source of relaxation in the
NMRD experiments and maltenes, as mentioned previously. In
order to estimate if this is enough to trigger the abstraction of
hydrogen atoms from surrounding molecules, we were inspired
by the solid state results describing the oxidation reaction of
methanol into methanal by V2O5.29 To test this hypothesis, we
propose to study the following general mechanism:

Por(VO)c + CH3OH /

[Por(VO)–H–CH2OH]c† / Por(VOH) + c(CH2OH) (1)

This reaction passes necessarily via a transition state (TS) in
which the methyl hydrogen atom is bound both to carbon and
vanadyl’s oxygen. If there is enough energy, this results in an
unpaired electron on the methanol molecule, whereas PorVO
gains a closed-shell electronic conguration. Then, the hydroxyl
hydrogen can also be abstracted by either the same porphyrin
(reaction (2)) or another porphyrin (reaction (3)):

Por(VOH) + c(CH2OH) /

[Por(VOH)–H–OCH2]c
† / Por(VOH2)c + CH2O (2)

Por(VO)c + c(CH2OH) /

[Por(VO)–H–OCH2]
† / Por(VOH) + CH2O (3)

3.1.1 DFT. The rst test to establish a reaction path for this
mechanism was performed using DFT calculations. The
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 9509–9516 | 9511
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energies involved in the reaction path (1, 2) were computed and
are presented in Fig. 3. Energy differences are both DE0 (in red)
and DG0 (in blue) using system 1a as reference (PorVO (D0) +
CH3OH (S0)). D0 and S0 refer to a doublet and singlet funda-
mental state, respectively. The reaction path in green stands for
the same reaction without the porphyrin catalyst.

The starting state 1a is composed of a PorVO porphyrin in
the D0 state and a methanol molecule in the S0 state. The
abstraction of a hydrogen from the methyl group of the meth-
anol leads to a D0 transition state with an energy barrier of
Fig. 3 Reaction path of methanol into formaldehyde conversion catalys
the lower-energy spin states are presented. *This level was reset to be eq
have the same quantity of atoms as for system 1a. In green, the bond
porphyrin is present. Energies are expressed as Gibbs free energies and
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49.2 kcal mol�1 which is a factor of two lower than the activation
energy needed for the same abstraction in the absence of PorVO
(100.7 kcal mol�1). Then, the TS yields a PorVOH T0 molecule in
a triplet state (DE(T0 � S0) ¼ 23.4 kcal mol�1, DE(T0 � S0) ¼
23.2 kcal mol�1, DE(T0 � S0) ¼ 23.9 kcal mol�1) and a methox-
ymethyl radical D0.

The continuation of the reaction can follow two distinct
mechanisms: either the methoxymethyl radical reacts with the
same porphyrin, yielding the hydroxyl hydrogen, leading to the
formation of porphyrin bearing a VOH2 group and the
ed by one (blue path) or two (red path) VO porphyrins. For clarity, only
ual to the energy of 2a state, since themolecules at this situation do not
dissociation energies of the associated hydrogen abstractions if no

the total internal energy values are in parentheses.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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formaldehyde molecule (2); or it reacts with a new (second)
PorVO molecule, leading to the formation of a second PorVOH
molecule alongside formaldehyde (3).

For the rst hypothesis, there is a T0 TS (TS2a–3a) with
a barrier of 1.9 kcal mol�1 which nally yields 3a with
a PorVOH2 molecule in the quadruplet ground state (Q0 �
DE(Q0 � D0) ¼ 13.4 kcal mol�1, DE(Q0 � D0) ¼ 13.2 kcal mol�1,
DE(Q0 � D0) ¼ 13.9 hydrogen abstraction in the absence of the
porphyrin (DE ¼ 37.5 kcal mol�1, DH ¼ 30.5 kcal mol�1). This
represents a reduction of �95% of the energy needed to
accomplish this reaction in the absence of a porphyrin mole-
cule. In the scenario of the second hypothesis, the TS required
for this mechanism has an energy barrier of only 6.8 kcal mol�1,
that is still very small compared to the initial 37.5 kcal mol�1

value without any porphyrin involved in the mechanism.
Regardless of the scenario adopted, the hydrogen of the

methyl group is the rst to be abstracted since it corresponds to
a lower C–H bond dissociation energy (DE ¼ 100.7 kcal mol�1,
DH ¼ 92.0 kcal mol�1) whereas the O–H bond dissociation
energy equals 107.7 kcal mol�1 (DH¼ 98.4 kcal mol�1). The fact
that the reaction starts by an abstraction of the methyl’s
hydrogen is also in agreement with the results published by
Chenoweth et al.29

At the end of these reactions, a formaldehyde molecule is
obtained as well as Por(VOH2)c (Q0) and/or PorVOH (T0) ones.
The energy barriers to abstraction of methyl hydrogen atoms
frommethanol molecules are lowered showing how the Por(VO)
c porphyrin can indeed act as a catalyst during oil formation.
Moreover, this cascade of reactions characterizes the vanadium
oxide porphyrins as hydrogen acceptors and transporters
during crude oil formation.

The porphyrins formed in both steps (2) and (3) can be,
respectively, deactivated following the mechanisms proposed in
(4) and (5), for instance. The calculated DG0 for the reaction (4)
was found to be �9.7 kcal mol�1 (DE ¼ �20.8 kcal mol�1, DH ¼
�19.2 kcal mol�1). It means that the Por(VOH2)c species is more
stable than Por(V)c and H2O separately. Beyond this result, the
low energy of this bond indicates that it can be broken,
releasing water and a reactive Por(V)c center able to trap other
radical or neutral species, probably CO2. On the other hand, the
Fig. 4 Potential energy surface around TS2 for (a) doublet and (b) quadr

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
dissociation of the PorVOH into Por(VO)c and Hc has a DE of
�55.1 kcal mol�1 (DH ¼ �48.5 kcal mol�1), which is signi-
cantly more difficult to dissociate than the aforementioned
case. It is worth noting that this energy corresponds exactly to
the attractive potential that exists between PorVO porphyrins
and hydrogen atoms, as was found in our recent work.21 The
regeneration method, amongst others, will be studied in more
detail in the next section.

Por(VOH2)c / Por(V)c + H2O (4)

Por(VOH) / Por(VO)c + Hc (5)

3.1.2 CASSCF. Qualitatively, considering only geometries
and Gibbs energies, the reaction path calculated by DFT seems
acceptable. The energy required to form formaldehyde is
signicantly reduced in the presence of porphyrin. It is,
however, remarkable that the entropic corrections are not
negligible in this case. The red reaction path in internal energy
is not chemically correct because the energies of the TS are
lower than that of the stable states. Moreover, the several
difficulties found in the wavefunction convergence of different
multiplicities for the second transition state suggests that the
DFT may only give an approximate description of the problem.
As presented in Fig. 2, one can also ask if the energetic order of
the orbitals found by DFT (HOMO�2 1 eV lower than HOMO) is
good enough to justify the chemical reactivity of this system?

Concerning convergence difficulties when searching for
transition states, the problem lies particularly in the multi-
plicity of the second transition state (TS2). Indeed, the potential
energy surfaces (PES) of the doublet states and quadruplet
(Fig. 4) intersect at the TS2 level. This is translated into a spin
contamination and is a typical indication of a multi-
determinative wave function. In other words, the wave-
function describing the system cannot be described by a single
Slater determinant (hence a single spin multiplicity), but by
a linear combination of several determinants.

Given these results, even if the reaction path produced by
DFT is acceptable and proves a catalytic activity of the vanadyl
group present in the center of porphyrins, it is necessary to
uplet state.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 9509–9516 | 9513



Table 1 MR character of the reaction points and their associated
NEVPT2 energies

PorVOHx and CHyOHz multiplicities DE(kcal mol�1
NEVPT2
)

1a D0 and S0 —
TS1a�2a D0 + D1 + T0 +77.4
2a T0 and D0 +84.3
TS2a�3a D0 + D1 + T0 +73.7
3a D0 + D1 + T0 and S0 +93.1

Fig. 5 Structural differences of PorVOH2 molecule.

Table 2 OH2 group geometry in PorVOH2 molecule

System ROH (Å) dHOH (�)

H2O 0.95 104.5
PorVOH 0.94 —
PorVOH2 0.95 107.9

RVO (Å) DRVO (%)

PorVO 1.53 —
PorVOH 1.77 +16
PorVOH2 2.13 +39
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explore the possibility of the reaction path containing pluri-
determinantal points, and if this happens to be the case,
whether or not the DFT results can be supported by these MR
data. This could lead to a better trend in the value of energy
barriers and assess the relevance of DFT in addressing this
problem. It was therefore chosen to study the reaction path by
the post-HF CASSCF method in order to be free from the
constraints due to a multiplicity of ambiguous spin of certain
geometries of the reaction path.

Given the impossibility to perform NEVPT2 geometry opti-
mizations, CASSCF (5,5) and (11,10) methods were used to
rene the DFT geometries. The energies and perturbations of
the wavefunction of each state are presented in Table 1. The
particularity of such amethodology is nding the HOMO orbital
as the one bearing the radical, instead of that found by DFT
calculations (Fig. S6†).

It is interesting to note that the origin of the MR character
of TS1a–2a comes from the fact that the 1a reactants are in a D0

(porphyrin) and S0 (formaldehyde) state whereas the products
2a are in a T0 (porphyrin) and D0 (methoxymethyl radical). The
energies displayed in this table are NEVPT2-corrected ones in
order to be free from the CASSCF-size dependence phenom-
enon. However, one can see clearly that the energies of the
transition states are lower than the products they lead to. But
if one takes a look at Fig. 3, this is also the case for DFT when
one only compares energy (E) without taking into account
entropic corrections. Even with the impossibility to calculate
such contributions at the NEVPT2 level of theory, it is highly
probable that the same happens to such energy values, i.e., the
entropic corrections lead to a logic and valid reaction path.

However, the energy of 3a (PorVOH2) is intriguing: it is
relatively high compared to the other systems and studying it
further may also hint at the catalyst recovery problem. In the
solid state case,29 aer the abstraction of the second hydrogen
by the VO group, a H2Omolecule is released, leaving behind a Vc
radical. First of all, the DFT and CASSCF geometries for this
system are considerably different, as presented in Fig. 5 and
Table 2.

From these data, one can clearly note that H2O has a high
tendency to leave the porphyrin molecule. Indeed, the O–H bond
and H–O–H angles are very close to those of a water molecule. If
this happens to be the case, the PORVc radical could be regen-
erated by capturing an oxygen atom from a CO2 molecule, which
is highly probable to be found in the crude oil.43
9514 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 9509–9516
PorVc + CO2 / PorVOc + CO

NEVPT2 energies show that this reaction is highly probable
thermodynamically (�66 kcal mol�1), even if, for the time
being, it is not possible to estimate the energy barrier of the
transition state in this reaction step. Otherwise, the reaction can
also stop at the 2a product. In this case, a homolytic scission of
the O–H bond would be needed. One can imagine that this
hydrogen radical could be easily transferred to a double bond,
where it can be stabilized, restoring the departing structure of
PorVOc.

PorVOH + R–CH]CH–R / PorVOc + R–CH2–CHc–R

In both scenarios, one can recover at the end of the reaction
the initial vanadyl porphyrin, which served as a hydrogen
transporter, oxidizing alcohols and reducing either CO2 and/or
alkyl compounds. This occurrence could be considered as
a game-changer in the state-of-art of the role of vanadyl
porphyrins in petroleum uids: besides being capable of
strongly interacting with asphaltenes, it also plays a role in
petroleum genesis and maturation processes.
3.2 Nickel porphyrins

In order to demonstrate a catalytic activity of the nickel
porphyrin, the dissociation of H2 in the presence of PorNi is
chosen, both in its ground or rst anionic stated (that mimics
a possible charge input from a ligand). Given the MR difficulties
found in the study of vanadyl porphyrin, we rst estimated the
need to use CASSCFmethods to study the catalytic activity of the
nickel porphyrin. Both geometries and energies are essentially
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 3 Ligand-PorNi stabilization energies, distances and charges on
a nickel atom

System
RNi–ligand
(Å)

DG
(kcal mol�1)

Lowdin charges
on Ni

PorNi — — �0.09
PorNi� — +45.08 �0.44
PorNi–SH� 2.48 �11.93 �0.34
PorNi–CH3CH2COO

� 2.26 �3.23 �0.08
PorNi–pyridine 2.50 +2.36 �0.10
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identical under DFT and CASSCFmethods. Having said this, the
former will be used next.

The rst step is to screen the possibility of the nickel atom to
receive charge inputs from ligands present in the crude oil
environment. Table 3 presents the Loewdin charges on the
nickel atom if the system is negatively charged, if it has a SH–,
CH3CH2COO– or a pyridine ligand (see Fig. S7† for further
information).

It is interesting to note that the addition of a ligand is
possible on themetal center. This addition is more favorable for
the ligands with very localized charges. Given that the charge on
the nickel atom is of the same order of magnitude as the charge
input of a ligand, we chose to start studying this system in
particular. In this way, the following reactions were studied:

PorNi + H2 4 PorNiHc + Hc

PorNi� + H2 4 [PorNiH]�c + Hc

The exploration of the potential energy surface for the rst
reaction was performed by screening the H–H and Ni–H
distance at the same time and it is presented in Fig. S8 and S9,†
where one can clearly distinguish a probable transition state for
the dissociation of the H–H bond at 91 kcal mol�1. The relax-
ation of this geometry following the PES uphill for both the
neutral and the charged systems allowed us to identify the two
respective transition states (Fig. S10†), whose energies are re-
ported in Table 4.

This being said, the nickel-catalyzed hydrogen dissociation
requires a relatively low-energy for both systems. The energy of
the transition state of the charged system is around a half of the
energy required for the neutral system. Both of these facts
Table 4 Energies and multiplicities along the reaction path

Neutral system Multiplicity DE(kcal mol�1
DFT
)

PorNi + H2 S0 0
PorNi–H–H T0 +66.09

Explicit negative
charge Multiplicity DE(kcal mol�1

DFT
)

PorNi + H2 D0 0
PorNi–H–H D0 +37.53

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
indicate that nickel porphyrins can indeed act as catalysts in
dissociating bonds in crude oil. Of course no H2 can be found in
such conditions, but if such a reaction can take place for this
molecule, it means that it could easily also be the case for other
bonds, such as C–H ones. Another possibility that can also be
considered is a joint action with vanadyl porphyrins: in such
a scenario, nickel porphyrins can assist with recovering the
former aer it abstracts hydrogens from alcohol molecules, for
instance.
4 Conclusions

In this paper, quantum chemistry calculations were used to test
the possible redox activity of both nickel and vanadium
porphyrins present in crude oil. Our results validated this
hypothesis based on the analysis of both DFT and CASSCF levels
of theory.

The catalytic activity of vanadium porphyrin has one last
issue to be resolved: the regeneration of the initial porphyrin. In
this case, we have proposed a couple of hypotheses, one based
on an O–H bond dissociation, and another based on the release
of water, capture of CO2 with the consequent release of CO. Both
levels of theory show that the latter is the most likely to take
place. If the former happens to be the case, the hydrogen radical
could easily be captured by an alcene, which are also present in
crude oil.

On the other hand, nickel porphyrin also proved to be
successful in dissociation of a H2 molecule when the nickel
atoms received an electronic charge from its environment (via
an axial ligand, for instance). In this case, the porphyrin reduces
the dissociation energy to �2/3 of the original. This can be even
higher for lower-energy dissociations, such as C–H bonds.

Finally, these observations serve as a proof-of-concept of our
initial hypothesis: porphyrins play a role as catalysts in crude
oil. This phenomenon could explain some physical–chemical
properties of the heavy fractions, wherein they are found. We
encourage geo- and petroleum chemists to take into account
this behavior in forthcoming models.
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